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Terry Anderson visits Columbia-.·
BeiruL At different times during
the seven years, he was locked in
rooms with other prisoners, includHe slipped into 600 S. Michigan ing Terry Waite. "We taught each
as quickly and silently as the day other things," said Anderson. One
he disappeared -- kidnapped from prisoner taught Anderson to speak
the Beirut pavement in 1985.
French.
Terry Anderson, the Associated
When asked if they talked about
Press journalist who was held cap- women, Anderson said that it was
tive for seven years by the Islamic "something we avoided."
Jihad, visited Columbia College
They often talked about escape.
Thursday evening for an exclusive In one instWlce, Anderson, who
interview.
had once been a Marine, showed
Anderson is promoting his new another prisoner how to take out
book, Den of Lions: Memoirs of the guard when he would come to
Seven Years, in which he describes take them to usc the restroom. In
his captivity in Beirut, Lebanon.
the corner of the room hung a
''There is one error," said Ander- security camera. When the time
son while pointing at the book came for the guard to take them to
cover. "The marketing people in- the restroom, two heavily armed
sisted in putting my name in large guards appeared with him.
letters." He continued to say that
Anderson laughs about the abhis wife's name should have also surdity of it now, because even if
been placed on the cove r. they could have escaped, they
Anderson's wife, Madele ine, would have easily been spotted,
wrote her side of the story and it is Wld probably shot.
included in the book.
The AP "family" supported
Anderson, at the time chief Mid- Anderson's wife and daughter
dle East correspondent of the AP, . during his captivity, and a great
was kidnapped on the morning of many people helped him after his
Saturday, March 16, 1985, in release.
Beirut while on the way to a tennis
"I have no real game plan," said
game. He was finally released Anderson about his future. He is
December 4, 1991.
now involved in politics in New
Despite earlier kidnapping at- York, where he currently lives.
tempts and intuitive warnings from ''I'm looking at my options."
colleagues, Anderson passed opWhile in captivity, Anderson
portunities to leave Beirut before wrote poetry for the frrst time in his
his capture. "I didn ' t want to life. His work is included in Den of
leave, I didn't want to go," said Lions. "l started a poem [since his
Anderson. " I remember saying, release], but I have not finished it,"
'I'm not going to let them run me said Anderson, as he stood to
out of town! "'
strCICh, smiling as he carefully put
The soft and peaceful Anderson on his jacket to leave for his hotel.
then reflected upon his experienWhile at Columbia, Anderson
ces while in captivity. He was was also interviewed for a nationoften moved from cell to cell, to ally synicated rad io show, Page
many hidden locations throughout One, at WCRX.

By Simeon Feebler
EditoriJII P•gt Editor

TenyAadlnoa(Rigbt),tbeAPjoumalltwbo-beldbolllllgeilr-)anbytbebian*:Jia8d,
Is questioned by Columbia student Simeon Peebler on Thursday.

NAFTA battle rages on, questions promises
By Bridget Quinn
Co"espondtnt

In 1992, former President
George Bush announced that the
long-awaited North American
Free Trade Agreement would create more than 300,000 American
jobs by 1995. A year later, with
the Clinton administration now
backing the deal, the battle rages
over whether NAFTA really can
deliver what it promises.
In essence, the deal would lower
virtually all barriers to investment
and trade among the U.S., Canada
and Mexico over a IS-year period.
This is not the fi rst time
Americans have headed south to
Mexico. The Maquiladora program, based in northern Mexico
for the past 25 years, has managed
to save a few high skilled, high
paying jobs. The program allows
special trading concessions to exporters in northern Mexico, while
providing jobs for the loeal communities.
Ross Perot's latest
book about NAFTA reportS that
in 1992 "more thanhalfofthe U.S.
exportS to Mexico never entered
that country's market." In fact,
more than 30 percent of exportS
we composed of heavy tools and
machinery used in building more
Maquiladora plants and U.S. companies in Mexico.
"Less than $8 billion of the
$40.6 billion U.S. exportS in 1992
actually entered the Mexican consumer market," says Perot.
This suggests that all of this
heavy equipment and machinery
is not helping U.S. markets. In
fact, Perot is suggesting that the
machinery will be used to build
more Maquiladoras, whic h
manufacture products to be sold in
the U.S., not in Mexico.
Still, many larger U.S. businesses are heading south in hopes
of reaping the economic benefits
of lower employee wages and a

1980, to more than 8,000 in 1992,
chance at the tariff free export opportunities promised by NAFT A though the Mexican minimum
hour! y wage has dropped from
backers.
Environmentalist groups, such $1.25, to $.63 in 1992. Critics
as Green Peace and Public Citizen . speculate as to how the MexicWJ
are also attacking the NAFTA people will be able to afford U.S.
plan citing Mexico's low health products with this kind of wage.
NAFTA supporters, such as
and 5ani tation standards.
Pesticides, such as DDT, which Stein, reject this theory saying that
are banned in the U.S. are legally Mexican workers would have inused in Mexico. Any meats, creased incomes from Wld would
grains and vegetables imported continue to buy from our markets
from Mexico would carry an in- as they have in the past. But, even
creased heal th ri s k to U. S . if they did not buy from us, Stein
speculates that the people would
consumers.
In May 1991, the San Diego invest their money in our country
Tribune reported on the relocation as the JapWJese have in the past,
of frozen vegetable company, thus, drivin g up U.S. capital,
Green Giant, to Irapuato, Mexico,
----------------------------------a town of about 300,000 people. NAFTA
See page 2
softball, soccer and aerobics. Stuit's reported that raw
Here
dents can complete a survey if they
sewage is dumped regularly in
are interested in becoming a caplocal waterways by the comStudents cWl play video games tain or member of a team.
munity. MeWlwhile, Green GiWlt By Gloria Roberson
Ingrid Kromer, who coordinates
Wld pinball games. There are pool
workers Watsonville, California, St•ff Writer
tables, and students can choose the activities for the Follett Lounge,
faced more than 380 out of 480
What was once the Underground from more than 45 board games to believes the center wiU give many
permWJent job losses due to the
Cafe is now much more. Now it is be checked- out with their student students a chWlce to meet people
company's move.
and have fun while at Columbia
Environmentalists continue to the new recreation center in the J.D. Games availab le include
"Columbia College only has
battle over this issue despite a basement of the 600 S. MichigWl everything from Backgammon organizations and clubs for sturecent U.S. Court Of Appeals building. The recreation center of and Clue to Scattergories and Uno. dents
to
be
involved
AllD available fer students are interruling that will deny a reassess- the Follett Lounge opened for
in.Otherwise, students don't get
mural~ like bl9elboll, volleybat~
ment of the health standards Columbia Students on October 4.
a chance to meet other people,
acquired in this deal. Despite what
said Kramer.
this may mean for current and fu"Some students were used to
ture health standards, President
going to sleep or studying in the
Clinton stressed his concerns over
Underground area.! believe this will
Mexico's environmental codes, at
be a pleasant chWJge. The recreation
a White House press conference
center will provide a centralized
saying, "that" if this agreement
area for all students to communigoes through, it will lead to imcale. If a student is planning a road
provements in the environment"
trip somewhere, he can leave notice
Economic adviser, Herbert
in the recreation center for others."
Stein wrote in the Wall Street
Acting Dean of Students , Mark
Journal, NAFTA isn't about jobs,
Kelly, who initiated procedures
he says that it is about permitting
for the recreation center, Wld conthe U.S. to increase profits by
tributed countless ideas, is in the
buying at lower rates Wld selling
process of making arrWJgements
products for the highest return.
with Roosevelt University to rent
However, as more U.S. comthe workout facilities and gym of
panies move to Mexico, reportS
Underground
that the number of Mexican
Columbia student takes advantage or the 600 South Rec-Room
See page 2
workezs has increased from 600 in

New rec center in Underground

~
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Alumnus' play readies for Chicago opening
Martha E. Hernandez
Ntws£ditor

A screen play by an ex-Columbia student curves its way to a
Nor~ 1 side stage thi s week.
Real Women //a ve Curves, is
Josefina Lopez first short screen
play to mHke it to the stage. A
Columbia graduate, whose major
was film and video, said that she
knew at age three that she was
born to write. She attended New
York University, University of
California San Diego and East
Los Angeles College before coming to Columbia. Her majors have
varied from journalism to acting.
She confessed that it wasn't until
some of the acting classes that she
realized there was a shortage of
writers in the entertainment industry. Therefore, she decided to
promote her writings and move
back to California.
Rea/ Women //a ve Curves, is a
comedy about five undocumented
Mexican women who work in a
sewing factory, trying to complete
a large order of fancy dresses
while hiding from the INS (Immigration Natularization System)
in EastL. A.
Lopez was born in a small
town just outside of San Luis
Potosi, Mexico and said she was
undocumented at one time, living
in L. A. and working in a sewing
factory.
Real Women //a ve Cun-es is
auto-biographical. "Some things
happened. I did work in a factory,
undocumented for several years,"
said Lopez ''Then I got a fellowship to a theatre and moved to New
York."
She added the play was about
beautiful, voluptuous women who
were too large to fit in the pretty
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nightgowns ~1cy made for $ 13
each and arc sold for a larger
profit in fa ncy department stores
like Bloomingdales.
Lopez is happy wi01 the outcome of R eal Wo me n Ha ve
Curves at the Victory Gardens
Theatre at 2257 North Lincoln
Ave. She was involved in the
casting and set design, among
· other things. She likes being involved, but doesn't mind if she's
not unless it ruins the point she is
trying to make.
Whether it's literature, fiction,
poetry or screen plays, Lopez likes
it all. She is currently working on

Josephina Lopez
She said this will be "very controver sial, bold a nd very
Chicana".
Lopez is currently one of five
women writing for the Fox
television show, LMng Single.
She advises young writers to
"write about what you know.
Don ' t be afraid of being too
specific. The more specific, the
more universal."
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the Herman Crown Centct, for
six hours a week for intermural By Elizabeth Ward
Stnior Co"tspondtnl
sports activities.
Carl Idasko, president of StuDrug dealers aren ' t the only humans who carry beepers. I have been
dent Ac tivities at Roosevelt
University is "gung ho" about the a proud beeper-wearer for close to three years, because I ~anaae 1
idea. "Things arc preliminary and 68-unit condominium building downtown. To anyone who IS uncJeao
unlinalized now, but I'm looking about what my job entails, let me quickly explain. I'm the boss, which
means I make the rules, and people break them and blame me. I am lbe
forward to getting ready."
The recreation center will soon "landlord," loosely translated it means, I rep.resent many thi"'l:
babysitter, jailer or substitute teacher co~e to mmd, ~t my personal
obtain an elaborate sound system. favorite is "mother." I try to be as professiOnal as poss1ble.
"The jukebox has a lot of old tunes
Being a landlord has put me on the other side of the fence, so to speak.
and (plays for free).. with the
I now realize what I put my many landlords through when I was a young
sound system, students can make
renter, and have discovered some practical tricks-of-the-trade from
their own musical requests," says
Kromer. The radio will pump which Columbia students can benefit.
First of all don't be afraid of us. Building managers are akin to lbe
music from WCRX, the campus
pretty girl who never gets asked to the prom, because everyone thinks
radio station.
she must have a date. Renters have heard so many evil things about Ul
The television in the recreation as a whole ,and the horror stories prevent them from ever wanting to see
center will be tuned into 600 us in the neighborhood, let alone actually talk to us. Drop all that B.S.
South, the campus news show, Come into the office to pay the rent Say "hi." We are people too, and
and Behind The Sce nes, the need positive recognition sometim~. How woul.d you feel if the.proCesColumbia College soap opera.
sional make-up of your job was to ltsten to nothmg but complaints and
Billy Williams. a junior at problems all day? My tenants are middle-aged to older people who are
Col umbia, really enj~ys the afraid of coming to sec me. Break this ridiculous habit when you're
recreation center. "I like it that young.
there are board games and espeSecond, pay your rent on time-no more than five days late. If you
cially video gamcs...it keeps us encounter a problem and cannot pay on time, COME AND TELL US!
busy and out of trouble.. I think Don't expect the landlord to read your mind, somehow channelling
more people should check this through you to find the reason you're paying late. You' re an adult, I'm
place out-it helps relieve the ten- an adult, let's have an adult conversation. What happens is I figure you
sions of classwork."
just don't care enough to let me know what's happening and you end
Kromer believes the recreation up trying to avoid me.
center will improve by the end of
Next, try not to damage the property that you are TEMPO~Y
October. "If the students continue LEASING. Ladies and gentlemen, I know you like to party and thinp
to play the video games and pin- get out of hand at times, however, this is someone elses property, not
ball machine, the center will yours. If you get pissed off, punch a pillow, not your ~all. That ~le
definitel y improve because all of might look pretty cool now, but you're eventually gomg to pay for ll.I
the money will go back into the know being on your own for the first time can be exciting, but Slay
recreation center."
responsible. It's really not hard if you put your mind to it
1be new recreation center of the
Lastly, if your heat's not on, or you don' t have running wa&er, PICK
Follett Lounge is open. Just bring UP THE PHONE AND CALL THE OFFICE! What's the worst thing
plenty of quarters and have a stu- that can happen? He/she hangs up on you? I don't think so. A problem
dent J.D. in hand.
will not fix itself unless you happen to be a plummer, electric~
carpenter, all in one. We might sigh heavily, but that's because webave
NAFfA
so many tedious jobs to finish before we leave the offiCe, (but remember
from page 1
folks, that's our job). Some landlords will give you a supreme auitudc.
But just how long would these Who cares. Keep tallcing. Besides, when we leave at the end of the day,
positive trends take to reach the we forget all the conflicts during the day, I swear. It'stheonlythingtbal
keeps us sane. However, if a manager doesn't respond toy~ eaiis. ~
U.S., a~k anti-NAFTA groups.
What would displaced U.S. your complaints in writing. Landlords respond faster to gnevanc:es m
employees such as Green Giant wnting because they hold up better than heresay in a court of law. Sure,
workers in Watsonville, Califor- there are "slumlords" that basically don'tgivea sttitaboutdoing1dc:ced
niaor the ValmontElectronic Inc., day's work, but most managers try, at the very least.
Living quarters is the single most important issue facing studeala,
workers in Danville, IL do while
they wait for employment to pick whether it's deciding where you want to live, or finding tbe cash to pay
up again ? Congressman Richard the rent Let your landlord be your friend. He/she might be able to get
Gephardt, presently opposed to you a nice rental deal in the future, or allow you to have that JqJpy
NAFTA, thinks he may have an you've wanted, but cannot ftnd a building that accepiS canines. If you
answer. He propoees a "cross bor- leave yourself open to the many possibilities the rewards might surprise
der" transaction tax on trade to be you.
.
.
Any questions about rents, finding a place, hot places m the cuy?
used as funding for worker retraining, as well as environmental Write to me at the Chronicle.
p ro tec t ion and other ite ms.
Though Gephardt's proposal is
still under debate.
The urgency of this debate has
now reached a crucial point, with
The event was considered 1
the House vote coming up in
major success by students llld
By Scott Molenhouse
November, and Mexican Presi- St•ff Wriln
employers alike. About 208 Silldent Carlos Salinas Gatori,
dents attended the fair, filled out
NAFTA's originating negotiator,
The Career Planning & Place- applications and talked to poiiCDleaving office January !st. Clinton ment Office held its annual Retail tial employers. The feedbect was
has promised to do everything he Job Fair on Wednesday, October positive for everyone involved
can to push through this trcllty. 13, on the third floo r of the which will open the door to many
U.S. News & World, report that Wabash building.
future opportunities.
aides will undertake the task of
The purpose of the event was
Because the Retail Job Fair was
researching each House Rcpre- to bring local employers to cam- so successful, it will be back noxt
se ntat di str ic t and re tai nin g pus from around the city to fall around the same time, as it is
lobbyists that would benefit from interview or hire potential can- now an annual event It is held in
NAFT A, in ~1e hopes of swinging didates for opening positions, the fall so those who wish to have
more votes.
either full or port-time, especially jobs over the holiday season will
But the unti-NAFTA forces ure for the holiday season. There were get n chance to got the ones they
not taking ~1i s lying down. Texas nlso some e mployers seeki ng want.
,,ll oonwrc, Ross Perot appears to mnnugers us well.
Tho Career Planning & Place·
be the most noticeable spokesper111crc wore 16 employers on mcnt omc' will sponsors other
son in the NAFTA movement. He hund ut th e fair , in c ludi ng: events. much like Wednesday's
hns been furiously pursuing his Dloomi nl!dulcs, NorclstrtJm, Lord Rctuil Job Fulr us well. In all they
stand aguinst NA[:TA, touri n!l the & Tnylor, Nicmuu Murcus, Thu p la n to s ponsor 24 events
cc>unt ry with the slogun "Not Limited, Express, Cnuc unci Dur- throughout the yoar. Somo are
THIS NAf'TA." IIcvlsltcd Ill inois rol nnd others f rtllll uround tho scminurs, many nro helpful to
curlier th is month. cncourugin!l his lll'llll.
those looking for extra incomo.
supporters to Ooud their rcprcMany who uttcnded will hnvo Some of th other evc,nts aro: The
NCnuttivc.~ in Congress whh culls
un oxccllclll chuncc nt getting the Summer Job Fulr, nnd 1be C...
w1d letters abandoning 1he trudo jobs thuy wnnt, bccuusc this fuir f'nir.
ptlCt.
Anti·NAfTA supporters. wus only open to Columbiu stu·
This years RcUIII Job Fllr was
like PcrOI, suy ~1cy do believe In a d unt s und nlumn l.
Muny succossrul in its purposo to help
polllllblo fulr trndc ugrccmcnt for omployurH will also como buck student~ nnci jobs and aam oxua
botl1 tho U.S. nncl Moxlco, btll so ror hltllvlthml meetings to rocrult cush. It wns n grot1t opponunll)'
rur, th is one lsn'tlt.
student~ who applied.
for ovuryono.

Job fair a major success
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Afrikan Alliance reorganizes, changes name
By Gloria Roberson
Slilf{Writer

By Matt Kurten
Executive Editor

Upon my decision to attend Columbia, the most intriguing aspect of
the school was the amazingly diverse cultural make-up. Sure everyone
has let this cross their minds atone point or another, but a more profound
understanding cannot be acheived unless you either meet these people
and discuss their ethics, morals, and at times, intense values, or have a
program that creatively allows students and faculty to strive for a greater
understanding of how these differences affect learning and in-class
activities. Now, with a sizable grantof$150,000 from Ully Endowment
Inc., an Indianapolis-based, private charitable foundation, Columbia
students and faculty will engage in eight, out-of-class intercultural
projects, aimed at changing the teacher/student relations that exist in
the college. This program is set for a long-term run that will outlast the
three-year duration of the grant Please contact Christine Somervill,
associate academic dean, (312) 663-1600 ext. 494.
Now on an event-filled note, the Broadcast JournaUsm Career
CUnic is taking place on October 23, with sign-up on Monday Oct. 18.
This clinic will take place at 8:30 a.m., in the Underground Cafe, and
will includeone-Qn-Qnediscussions with industry professionals, as well
as breakfast and lunch, provided by the fine chefs at the Underground
Cafe. Space is limited to the frrst 50 students to hit the door. Call Rose
Economou, (312) 663-1600 ext. 675, for sign-up, location and other
pertinent info.
Photographers beware! Dawoud Bey's exhibit of over-sized polaroid
portraits is on exhibit along with Sally Mann: Still Time. Sally's
featured works include portraits, landscapes, new color work and the
widely-known images of the artist's children. Lastly, on exhibit in the
very busy Museum of Contemporary Photography , is Recent
Acquisitions: Pleasures and Terrors of Levitation. This is a portfolio
exhibit of 14 black and white photos from Aaron Siskind.
SPECIAL NOTE: On behalf of Dawoud Bey, I would like to announce that he is searching for student-subjects from Oct. 18 - Oct. 22,
for his polaroid works. Dawoud only asks that all applicants be of
dark-skinned ethnicity and willing to worlc, knowing the only reward
will be to see yourself on display. The above listed exhibits are being
held at the Columbia College Museum ofContemporary Photography,
600 S. Michigan lobby until November 6. Museum hours are: Mon.Fri., 10 a.m.- 5 p.m., and Sat, noon- 5 p.m. Admission is free and open
to the public, call (312) 663-5554, for info.
So that is what's making the strange buzzing noise that we all hear
around Columbia. If you disregard it or simply wrote it off as the wind
or your imagination; well enlightemrient is not as expensive as you
thought I can only encourage you so much. Get out there and see, do,
and BE YOU! Adios.

The Afrikan Alliance is back this
year with a new name, new officers
and a new agenda!
The Afrikan Alliance,once
named the African American Alliance,has been in existence since
1989, but the name of the organization changed in the spring of 1993.
While all students of Columbia are
welcome to join, the major goal of
the organization focuses on the
unity and progression for students of African descent.
During their first meeting,
Thursday, Oct. 14, the members
of the Alliance elected officers ofr
the school year. They are: Freda
Richmond, President; Reynonda
Macfarland, Vice President; Edward Reddick, Vice · President;
Deirdra Reed-Secretary; Cassandra Hines, Secretary.
The new pins for the new year
include: Traveling to area high
schools to tutor underpriviledged
stude nts, es tablishing s tudy
sche dules for s tudents to
academically progress, tours of
the Dusable and the southside
Community Egyptian art museum,
and lectures on how black students
can survive in the white college
setting lectures on how black students can obtain scholarshipss and
grant money for college. The Alliance is also planning several
workshops and retreats for the
year, promoting self-esteem, and
improving study habits and taking
steps to prevent racism. In addition to these plans • the Alliance
will also compile a list for other
college organizations with similar
goals.
Before 1993, many students
were not active because of lack of
interest. Since the name change

and the Afrikan Heritage Celebration in the spring of 1993, the
numbers have increased greatly.
"About 22-23 percent of the student body is African-American
and we need these students to join
the Alliance," said Dr. Glenn
Graham, advisor to the Afrikan
Alliance.
Sharlemagne Lewis, a senior at
Columbia and an active member
of the Afrikan Alliance, feels positive about this year and the
Alliance. "The African Alliance
provides an alliance for black
people to get together and share
ideas for making things better for

only to us , but to everyone of ethnicity."
The Afrikan Alliance has ap~,
proximately 20 members and will
hold meetings weekly. All meeting times and days will be posted.
If you are interested in becoming
a member of the Afrikan Alliance,
or if ideas to contributed, contact
Dr. Glenn Graham, Advisor to
the African Alliance at (312) 6631600 ext. 294.
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Glen Graham
black people. With all the people
hanging out, they only talk about
recreation and music so with the.
Alliance, we can do something instead of just do," said Lewis.
Former President, Batura Otara
said, "The Afrikan Alliance is an
opportunity for African students
to be more unified and be involved
in our issues. We need to progress
and the Alliance gives us a chance
to help other races stray away from
stereotypes by working together
as a people."
"On the subject of working
together, Dr. Graham said, ''The
importance of the organization is to
spread a sense of pride .... to
celebrate African herilllge so that
cultural diversity is meaningful, not

lleatali.DDeN

b.u wamJ.Dc .tpa, too.
Withdrawal from soc toJ
actlv1Uea. ExceasJve anger.

Theoe could be the flrot .
warning signs of a mental

lllneM. Unfortunately, mo.t of
us don't recognJt.e· lhc atgna.
Which Ia tragic. Deca uoe
mental Illness can be !rented.
In fact, 2 out of 3 people who
get hdp. get better.
For a free booklet about
mental IJineaa and Ita warning
stgns. write to or cWI:
Notional Menlol H<Oith ~
P.O. &. 11389,
Wa./UI\fl<>>t, D .C. 21XU1

1· 800·969-NMHA.

Leara to lee the

.......u.. aJCu.

Student Ambassadors to work
the Spring 1993 Admissions
Open House on Saturday, March 13,
from 8:30 a . m. to 3:30 p.m.
Must be articulate, enthusiastic, people-oriented
and a currently enrolled Columbia student
Flat rate of $45 for the day!
Applications available from the admission
office receptionist .
Interviews will be conducted November 1, 2, - and 3.
Attendance at a training workshop 1s also required.
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3rd Annual Student
Leadership Conference
Workshops, Critical _Dialogue, Recreation

December 3-5, 1993
~-P-lications Available:
• Student Life & Student Development W301
• Academic Ad vising & Placement W300
• Library-Circulation Desk M 2llll Floor

• Theatre/Music Building 3~A Floor
• Dean of Stude nts Office M601
• J<c~ id c n ce l lall
• Dance Center

Application Deadline:
• Friday, October 22llll, 1993

Qua lificati ons:
• Freshman or Sophomore
Standing And Full-time
Student Status
• Must be available
entire weekend

Leadership And Community Service
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PERSONAL
I need a brown eyed butch ISO
I8-22 year old female. I'm a bit
shy, but a fun-loving 19 y.o. who
wants to take the world by the
horns. CHRONICLE 80S NO
5436.
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Looking for a sensitive woman.
Age, weight, or appearance unimportant. I'm a SWM, 45, 200 lbs.
My interests arc bowling, cooking, and reading poetry in the buff.
C HRONICLE BOX NO 4563.

Submissive SWM, 29. attractive
and clean. Seeks full or part-time
position as personal slave to a very
dominant (mistress) woman.
Serious re plies o nl y please.
CHRONICLE BOX NO 6423.

If you areaGWM, cute and blond,
I8-23, with an athletic build and
prefer attractive Hispanic men,
call me! You might like what you
see . CHRONICLE BOX NO
5647.
.

DWM, 37, 5'9", 190 lbs., with
special oral talent, seeks female,
any age, for discreet fun and excitement. Will return all call s.
CHRONICLE BOX NO 5643.

Black female, 22, seeks other
females, 20-24 , all races, especially Black and Latin (platonic).
Likes shopping, fashion, movies,
nightclubbing, music and boys.
CHRONICLE BOX NO 3426.

Former Salvadoran Freedom
fighter looking for a SWF with
bourgeois values and leather toys.
My gun never discharges too soon.
CHRONICLE BOX NO 8756.

CLASSIFIED & UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL ADS
A- HEADLINE & C OPY -Circle headline words; copy must be typewritten
B-COST
Basic cost
= $3.75 ..per ad, 24 words
Extra words (10¢) x ... words
= $ ..................... .
Big headlines, 24 characters ($1) = $ ..................... .
X .......... insertions
= $ ..... .................
TOTAL$ ................... ..
Frequency of irtsertions

D

C- PAYMENT -Enclose a check and make it payable to:
Columbia College The Chronicle
Copy 1............................ 2 ............................ 3 ............................ 4 ..........................

5............................ 6 ............................ 7 ............................ 8............................
9 ............................ 10........................... 11 .......................... 12........................ .
13.......................... 14........................... 15.......................... 16.........................
17........................... 18.......................... 19........................... 20.........................
21........................... 22 .......................... 23........................... 24.........................
25........................... 26.......................... 27.......................... 28......................... .
29........................... .30.......................... 31 .......................... 32......................... .

I don't want you. Try and try: you
won ' t get me. I'm too hard to
catch. I'm warning you: you can't
get me . CHRONICLE BOX
2613.
708 SWM with an extensive hat
collection seeks a woman with the
same disposition for a weekend of
hunting and primal sc ream
therapy. Weight or race no problem
with
this
camper.
CHRONICLE BOX NO 6534.
Warning ladies. I'm the man your
mama warned you about. I'm married, wild and crazy. I ride the hell
out of bikes, pick some guitar, love
to party and am very untamable.
Looking for Amawnian princess
to ride into the sunset with me.
CHRONICLE BOX NO 8754.
Calling all hermaphrodites. Married Bi Black male, 35, 6', I 77 1bs.
Attractive, educated and athletic.
Seeking hermaphrodite interested
in having their total body worshipped. C HRONI C L E BOX
N03421.
Are you longing to meet someone
who will always be there providing unconditioned love? Call and
me and my monkey will never
treat you bad. I'm a SWM who
likes pottery, windsurfing and random violence. CHRONICLE .
BOX NO 6382.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
Fraternities, sororities, campus or·
ganizations, highly motivated
individuals-Travel FREE plus
earn up to THOUSANDS ofDOLLARS selling SPRING BREAK
trips to Cancun-Bahamas/Cruise
South Padre Island -Florida
Beaches: CALL KIRK 1-800258-9191.
*EXTRA INCOME '93*
Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing
1993 Travel brochures. For more
information send a self addressed
stamped envelope to: Travel Inc.
P.O. Box 2530, Miami, Fl33261
FOR SALE
3 1/2" tapes, all lengths, I pass,
with cases, good prices. Call I
(708) 680-8913, if not home leave
message.
THE OPPORTUNITY LINE
Your toll-free connection to
private sector scholarships, college funds & job opportunitees.
Send five dollars & a self-addressed s tamped envelope to
"Guaranteed Money For College",
P. 0 . Box 608367, C hgo, II.
60660, to receive complete information.
MAC DESI GNERS
INsider Magazine is looking for
hard working individuals to work
with us. Must have experience in
Quark, Freehand and Photoshop.
Call for an interview. 708/6733458.

ADVERTISE IN

CENTRAL CAMERA
CoMPANY
94TH YEAR IN BUSINESS
*View Cameras
*Tripods
*Flash/Meters
*Binoculars
*Used Cameras/Lenses
(Most items over $50.00;
6 month limited warranty)
*Paper/Chemicals/Enlargers
(Kodak, llford, OrientaVSeagull, AGFA)
*New Cameras/Lenses
*Photofinishing!Film
*Darkroom Accessories

0

0

NEW 5% STUDENT DISCOUNT ON MOST PHOTOGRAPIDC PAPER, FILMS, AND
SUPPLIES (SOME EXCEPTIONS)
We also discount our photofinishing and developing services.
Next day color print processing, comes with a 2nd set at no charge. Always!!
230 S. Wabash Ave. (near Jackson Blvd)
Phone (312) 427-5580
Toll Free (800) 421-1899
HOURS: Monday-Friday 8:30 - 5:30
Saturday 8:30 - 5:00
Mail And Phone Orders Accepted *Repairs A ccepted • w e Accept Trade-Ins

'I

~.
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PC is tearing at our freedoms
Simeon Peebler
fdito.W Pagt Editor

There is a new kind of censorship that has swept this country so
quickly that nearly nobody has
recognized it for what it really is.
"Political correctness," is tearing
at the frabric of freedom of expression in our country.
Perhaps there arc things a person
might avoid saying. There are
very specific words and references
which show a nagrant offense to a
particular person or group. This is
often called "hate speech." Indeed, in an ideal world there
should be a humanilllrian respect
for all peoples, but this PC movement. which has little to do with
the problems surrounding "hate
speech," needs to be examined for
what it has done to rip a hole in this
country from Florida to California.
Every context of every single
word any person now says in
public is now under scrutiny. To
just say "hello" will probably
defame or offend some group
somewhere. I find myself trying to
figure out whether I should refer to
my friends as "Hispanic" or
"Mexican-American," "Black" or
" African-American ,"
and
"Women" or "Female."
Also, there seems to be a sense
of disregard for anything other
than what the minority wants
under PC sensibilities.
You see, my thoughts are controlled by these PC guidelines.

Even when I begin to foster my
own opinions about different
things I see on a day-by-day basis,
I find my thoughts are curved and
entrenched by this totalitarian
mind sucking. I want to say
"Happy Holidays," but the government tells me 1 caMot. 1 want to
say that someone is ugly, another
is beautiful, and 1 get a libel suit
arid a sexual harassment charge.
People are individuals because
they are autonomous, self-controlled and self-thinking. We are free.
But our thoughts are now being
disturbed by a lot of self-righteous
demagogues who claim to be
promoting "cultural awareness."
On a political level; Post-Modernism and deconstruction have led
us into another phase of history
where totalitarian mind control
hides beneath the guise of brotherly compassion. /984. Our history
of freedom is melting beneath our
feeL
Multiculturalism is a product of
the PC movement Instead of worrying about the important things,
our society is now hypnotized by
the differen ces between individuals. So what if I'm blue and
another person is green(
Salmon R4shdic's Midnighl's
Children is a guiding light As a
society we create our own history
and past on a d:lily schedule to fit
our needs. PC has its own agenda
on these terms. I have my own,
too, and I say that PC should go to
hell.

Minority Speak Out:

Graffiti unacceptable at Columbia
To the Editor,
I've noticed that a certain individual or individuals have taken
upon themselves to decorate our
school's hallway with GRAFFITI!
Excuse me! Didn't you notice that
the student body has contributed
fabulous pieces of their art work,
which are on display in various
galleries of our school? I appreciate their talent. It provides a
history of what we here at Colum-

Advice free

bia are about as weii as what we
canachieve. Your'sisTOTALLY
UNACCEPTABLEI
If you are that expressive, you
noed to consult with a career advisor, it's obvious you arc
majoring in the wrong subject.
Don' t you know where you are?
Columbia! Free you mind and the
rest wiii follow. I thought you
knew!

Regarding Joseph Schrank's
feature on Academic Advising
(Oct. 11, 1993), the article was on
target. but our advice is free of
charge, never "cheap!"

Darryl Jackson

Academic AdviliD&

To the Editor,

Thanks,

J anet Talbot
Dlrectorol

iNSII)E

to feel so ashamed of my heritag.;
that I am told to keep it a secret to
Columbia College is known for avoid conflict.
of Lalce Shore Drive-from HolWho is Chicago's latest robo rop
For four years I was not able to Charles Edwards
its "open-door policy." Not only
lywood to 67th Street-would be since commander Brup?
docs our school accept every stu- wear the Star of David because the Poliliall Editor
dent who applies to it but the gangs in my high school adopted it
permanently renamed after the Alexander Vroustourls is DOt a
Coole County President R ichard man who founded Chicago in eop, but by most insiders the city's
students accept diversity with open as a logo for themselves. I refuse to
hide my idcnti ty any more.
· Phtlon, a candidate for governor,
1779. A ld. Patrld Huels (lith), inspector general is wieldiJia his
arms. Or do they?
You cannot tell that I am a
One day I went into a fast food was chewed out at a board meeting chairman of the City Council power "above the law." Last week
minority from the color of my skin, submarine restaurant in West by County Commissioner Marla Committee on local transportation Mayor Daley appointed his corthe shape of my eyes. the language Rogers Parle. When I saw a swas- Pappas (D-Chicago) for his politi- opposes the name change. Why? ruption-fighting inspector general
I speak or even the people I date. tika engraved into their cash cal motives in offering rewards to Hucls quotes: " Renaming Lalcc to another four-year terlll. Here's a
In fact, if you looked at me in a register I told them to cover it up department heads who spend less Shore would confuse visitors." Ex- list of Yroustouris accomplisbprejudice light you would think or I would make sure to hinder than their budgets required, when cuse me, but it's not lilce Lalce rnents that led to Daley's decision:
that I was one of those damned their business. Later that week, I this ftscal year ends on Nov. 30. Shore Drive is stuck in the middle He has uncovered ghost-payroll
majority people that can possess demanded a new desk when I dis- Pappas, who is a hopeful to of some neighborhood. The last scandals in the 1st and 2nd ward·
the power denied to so many covered that a swastika and the replace Phelan as County Presi- time I checked, on one side are sanitation offices. InvestigaiCCI
words " Die Je w Scum" were dent said that money left over businesses and residential property drug-dealing at City Hall, thcfta
others.
Ladies and gentlemen, I am a carved into my desk at school. should be returned to taxpayers in and on the other- water. Political from cars and luggage at o·~
Jew.
Bo th times I was told that I over- the form of a abatement on proper- confusion at its best
airport and stealing at city 111110
Here's a switch. Ald. Edward M . poun~. But there's catch accordty taxes. Phelan seems to be
Since I began at Columbia only reacted.
If words like "nigger" or "fag" working political patronage at its Burlce (14th), who is white, co- ing to critics such as Ald. Joll• J,
three semesters ago, I have been
sponsored the legislation to repeal BllchQ/IQ/1 (1Oth), and other anpy
told that Jews arc cheap, snobby. were on that desk and someone best
Let's get serious. How many Chicago's ordinance that places aldermen. Quote: "He ovenlepl
martyrs, will bum in hell , arc who was offended by it reacted
derived from demons, have horns, strongly, it would be under- dope dealers or unlicensed gun restrictions on the city giving con- his bounds, threatens pcoplo,
arc descendants of Satan and are standable, right? Then why do holders do you think turned in their tracts to companies doing business cajoling them by saying 'If yoa
tryin g to buy up every thing. people roll their eyes at me when I illegal guns over the weekend with or in South Africa. Nelson don't sign this confession, we're
Columbia's Student Organi1.ation call someone an anti-Semite?
when th e Illinois Attorney Mandela has been pleading with going to see that you're fii'Cd. ..
We arc all "minorities" in some Gencral's office, in conjunction governments around the world to Buchanan accusations don 'l mate
Council (SOC) docs not even have
a group that addresses issues that form or another. In an ideal world with the Chicago Bulls, offered lift thei r economic sanctions sense for two I'CUliiS. One, why·
relate to the Jewish community of diversity wouldn't be a problem. two tickets to a Michael Jordan- against South Africa in order to would somebody who Is cauahtiD
But right now, we need to take the leu pre-season game against the revive the country's economy in a scandal sign a c:onfcuioo if
our school.
Many would argue that Jews first step by learning how to accept Los Angeles Clippers? Not many. time for next year's elections that they' rc going to gel fii'Cd IQY'I4)'.
aren't suppressed in any way. differences in each other and not Even if Michael was playing, I could end apartheid for good. But And second, I don't blck the~
Some say that no one wou ld know accepting other people not accept- doubt seriously that he would've here's the twist. Long time Burke lion that the inspcciDI' aoocrai Is a
been enough of an incentive for u nemesis since the Council Wars, Daley crony. 1f anything, the lll(ft
my "disadvantage" if l didn' t tell ing us.
gun-tooting gang-banger to tum in Ald. Darothy Tillman (3rd), who scandals ho unfolds, the lll(ft it
them. I believe that the worst form
of oppreuion, however, is having
Michel Schwartz his gun to sec Mike ploy. By the is black, bulked at the attempt for makes the mayor look lMKl for
way, what wus Attomty Gtntra/ Chicago to lift the bun. Her quote: hiring dishonest and eonupt ci~
Rolland Burris attitude on guns "I'm not interested in what Man- employees. Keep him I saywhen Dantrtll /)aY/s wus killed delu wants... Mnndolu might not maybe he' ll uncover which
during Chicngo's first non-elec- know what he wants." Wasn' t sho mi nority sub-contractors aro
tion yCW' in 40 yeurs? I didn 't hCllt th e sumo ulderman who was taking bribes from primllrily will•
u peep from the Dcmocrntlc can- spoiled choozing all over town owned corponltlons In Oltchanp
Minority
didate for Illinois governor buck with Mundolu during his historical for laying bock on conb'ICU wbllt
Speak Out!
then. Burris seems to be working visit to Chicngo during the sum- white owned contnlclon f.-a
mer. Tillman might not know what their Intake of ci&y contnroctlna dol·
pollticul grundstanding ut its boll! .
Will tl1erc bounew wuy totrnvol sho wuu(lj, or is it thut Burke who tors. This is aaainSl tho cl&y'l
to Colum bln soon'/ ~low ubout is the Chnlrmun of the City's ordinance which SIIIOS that DOt loll
ulking tho }tun Baptlst1 Point tlu Pi nunce Com mittee, more con- t.hlln 25 pctecnt of all ci&y conliiCl
Announcing, Minority Hpuk Out, tl1c minority voice of
Sable Drive? Under u Chlcugo or- cerned with money for Chicugo dollars go to cortinod Mlnori~
Columbia. 'llli1new ICCtion in the cditurwl pugc• of tl~e Chronicle
dlnuncc propollcd by u coulltlon or ruther thun mon ey for South Business lintcrprlsos. Pollllcal
pr11Vide1 a forurn for all mlnorltles to let ~ir volca be hcllrd, with
bhtck uml lnkcfront nldormun, ull Africu'/ Polltlculinterest at )!Jj best. •busc of power at hs boll.
the •<lea that everyone ia in lheir own wuy u minority. Submit a
letler today to the ChwnJcle, and indical.c on it thut It IN for
Oplnionl IXPTIIIId on IIIII and othtr l dltoriG/ pafll q/1111 Cllro1tkl1 Iff M l 1Nctu.ril1 tMif
Mhwwlty Hpak Out.
ollf11, th1 }o11rltall•m d1partm1nt or'"' Citron/elf.
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''Brat bitch' motiye not explained
you call it, Mr. Mack, you who are
in pursuit of wisdom unfettered by
"faddism, egocentricity and selfIf it wasn't so ignorant, bigoted centeredness?"
and terrifying how such a prodigy
Channel 7's Oct 7 Prime Time
with a thesaurus could invent the Live featured a story on how
offensive sexist tripe expressed in
women make an average of $0.73
Mr. John 1. Mack Jr.'s editorial, I to a man's $1.00 and are forced to
could laugh with people more pay more for things like health
tolerant than I am. I refer to a letter care, cars and housing. They conin the Oct 4 Chronicle's op-ed, ducted experiments at a car
where Mr. Mack says that a
dealership and a job interview; the
feminist "stems from an immature female subject received less
mind-set inherent with the young respect, benefit and status than her
female gender." He lucidly labels
male counterpart. Maybe you can
this ideology a "syndrome." think of more fifty-cent words you
Those with this "uncorrected forgot in your rhetoric to prove
juvenile mental state" (that he is
how she simply lives in "Plato's
free of because men " tend to be Cave."
more analytical and I~ emotionMaybe you're new to a school
al") he dubs "brat bitches." I ask where people are extremely inreaders to find this article and dividualistic, Mr. Mack, and you
make up your own minds (or your need to draw some lines to estabown jokes). I believe people have lish yourself. Think about this:
the right to believe what they want
1. Rush Limbaugh is in it for the
to if they pursue the truth, and that money; neither you nor he are exthey have the responsibility to pert enough in anything · to be
allow others their beliefs. My
telling people 'The Way Things
To the Editor,
Let's review a few facts. A targe traipsed in the streets, were the
main grievance with Mr. Mack is Should Be." You have no business
The stark images from Somalia
part of the weapons that the over one hundred and twenty
while he made it clear he disliked
setting yourself above anybody of small, brown babies with
Somali's have are U.S. made. Somali men and women civilians
feminists, he never explained why.
through stereotypes. In logic, bloated bellies and mothers with
They were supplied to the dictator who were gunned down by the
What philosophies does he find so
Siad Barre . In their zeal to defeat finest, fastest projectiles U.S.
which you say you use, this is limp and wrinkled, barren breasts
threatening (and speaking of
called Fallacy of Division.
touc hed the American public.
the "communist menace" and to helicopter gunships are equipped
threats, I wouldn't recommend
2. No one wins the Battle of the Brought to us by our television
maintain geo-political control of with.
calling ANY woman. a bitch to
Sexes; it's a T.V. ratings concept newscasts, the pictures were hard
vital Middle East oil production
The pictures and the mission of
their face if you want to keep that Besides, who wants to separate to stomach. The call went o ut for and shipping, the U.S. government
saving the hungry have been supsmile in your mouth and not in a
began pouring arms into the hom planted by images of"the fugitive
drinking fountains? Men are supe- something to be done and the Bush
bag), and why does he think rior at growing beards; women are administration stepped in.
of Africa.
Aidid" and the search and destroy
they're stupid? Mr. Mack can't superior at giving birth. You're
What began a s a seemingly
So the dead American soldiers,
mission to bring in the bad guy.
say, asserting men aren't suscepmaking a strong argument that noble gesture has turned into possibly, including the one whose But is the U.S. really justified in
tible to "liberal Mack can't say,
men are superior in chauvinism. something quite different. The
life less carcass was dragged what it is doing? Or have U.S.
asserting men aren't susceptible to
Stop it, John, you're embarrassing benign mask of humanitarianism
through the streets of Mogadishu,
troops become just another war"liberal orthodoxy, sec ul ar us. Bccareful,ornoonewilllike donnedunderBush,hasbeenshc<i
were probably killed with
ring faction with more ftrepower?
materialism or religious
you.
by the Clinton administration for
American made weapons.
This reporter thinks it is not only
fanaticism ." Good for us. It does
3. Feminists get as emotional as the raw face of intervention and
Unfortunately , what the
the latter, but that it's also time to
seem we're prone to abstrac- anyone else when people with New World Order imperialism.
American public did not sec
getout
RobertVVood
tionism.
.
small minds discriminate, not bebefore the dead pilot's body was
In the Chicago Tribune of the
cause they're immature or stupid, . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - ; _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
same date as Mr. Mack's letter, but because they're thinking, feelfour cheerleaders were removed ing human beings. Feminist topics
frori1 a high school cheerleading are mostly HUMAN topics. The
room with him in it. He told me his together to pray for a group of
squad due to pregnanc ies. One girl less Us and Them battles, the betblood was so toxic that nothing people who have a specific deadly
was allowed back after she had an ter. Good luck, John. Jr.
By Elizabeth Ward
could hun him ever again.
I virus. They were not told how to
abortion. The girl's partners were
used to mention that Keith was a
pray, or that certain people they
not penalized. Many feminists
Fred D. Harbecke
On Sunday, October 10, the hemophiliac when I talked about were praying for deserved it more
would caJJ this unfair. What do
him afterward. I don't know why than others. There is, in fact, n
Episcopal Diocese of Chicago organized its second annual Solemn I did that, but I don't anymore be- huge dilemma happening as far as
Evening of Prayer Service for cause it doesn't matter. It's no HIV/AIDS is concerned, but even
people living with IDV/AIDS at secret that uninformed individuals those facts were not mentioned. I
are apprehensive when you menSt. Peter's Church in the Loop.
dido 't have to lean over and disThis year was the first to involve tion the epidemic. Most people c uss Keith or the "crisis" with
bishops representing not only the never consider the viral transmis- anyone: I came, I prayed, I left
Episcopal Diocese, but the Greek sion by a blood transfusion. I have
This was an opportunity arranged
Orthodox Diocese of Chicago, the been involved with HIV/AIDS af- by four participating faith comMetropolitan Chicago Synod of fected families ever since Keith's munities and I felt lucky to be a
the Evangelican Lutheran Church death , in one form or another: part of such a group - especially
Care
Programs, in this age of segregation from all
in America and The Roman Respite
Catholic Archdiocese of Chicago. STOPAIDS Chicago and the facets of society.
In other words, a huge Faith-Force. responsibility of my own personal
During the ceremony, I realized
Collectively, they gave the oppor- awareness.
my sadness was not only warThe October IO service was a
tunity for individuals to come
ranted, but healthy. I realized this
together and pray in their own time for people to come together day gave me the time to remember
ways for people still living, who and celebrate friends and loved my cousin, 22-year-old friend of
have tested positive for mv. or ones who are suffering, who are mine who died seemingly fearless.
HIV positive and those who are How I wished at times I could have
with full-blown AIDS . The focus
was not on the dead, although they dying of AIDS. The songs and prayed for him more when he was
certain! y were included in prayers, readings spread the word of life alive, but circumstances left me
but on the hundreds of thousands and the knowledge tltat all needs fmding out too late the true nature
living day to day with illY/AIDS. during each persons LIFE will be of his illness. However, this was,
It was a sad and exhilarating day answered to. ALL LIVING in part, what the Solemn Evening
for me. I was ftlled with a spirit that NEEDS. By whom? Ahhh...this Prayer Service was all about. Not
WRITE TO US TODAY!
was a day devoid of meaningless so much praying for Keith, but the
I never imagined could be.
Rewind. On or about the time the explanations; just close your eyes ability to pray for those living with
Bulls woo their ftrSt NBA cham- and let it happen. I did, and be- HIVI AIDS, those in pain, those not
Please submit your letters to the editor and essays
in pain and those terribly
pionship, I learned that my cousin came very sad. I didn't have a
to: SimeonPeeblerat The Chronicle office, located
Keith was dying. D-Y-I-N-G. tissue to wipe the tears that frightened. Praying for the living
enables me to be "fearless," knowWhile at my father's apartment, he gathered at the rims of my glasses.
in room #802 of the Wabash building. The deading the outcomes of HIV/AIDS,
informed me tltat his nephew had I remembered Keith, and overline for each issue is 5 p.m. every Monday for the
which aren't positive.
"that IDV thing." I was too shock- whelmingly came the realization
What is positive is learning and
ed to have to set my father straight. tltat a lot of my friends have been
nextvveek's issue. Please limit your submission to
"diagnosed,"
a
kind-of
morbid
loving now, free from fear, ridicule
To make a long story shon. which
slang.
Before
this,
I
just
tried
not
and
discrimination. Somehow my
is basically what this virus does,
one typewritten page, double spaced, and include
Keith succumbed to a whole range to think about it, but not on this spirit is freer, and I feel my unique
a telephone number where you may be reached
of medical problems in November, Sunday. These are facts of my life power to face these "life
which are OK and everyone dies, problems" head on.
1991.
for verification purposes. The op-ed page of The
And each moment, I learn to live
I remember being concerned that's the bottom line.
Chronicle is your forum for open discussion.
This time, though, I'm not just fearless!y.
when I called him a few weeks
\
I truly believe tltat will help me
before he died. We were to have saying it I'm believing it.
Let's put our cards on the table. to be fearless of death--a lesson I
dinner together. I had a cold and
wanted to make sure it was O.K. to Something happened on Sunday learned from Keith, re-taught in a
TELL US WHAT YOU THINK TODAY
tltat brought a whole lot of people day of prayer.
ha~e my ~erm~ -~in_g ~und the __:...:...;__;_;.,
: ·.-.-·.a=.__..__..__..__..__..__..=__..__..~ L::::.:......:...:_~:.....:.__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _______J
To the Editor,

Church's join to pray for those living with AIDS, HIV

ATTENTION!

\
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Big guffaw~ good drama in Shakespeare's Cymbeline

By Grisel Y. Acosta
StAff Writtr

Imagine being surrounded by darkness and eerie, tinkling sounds that
build inlo a great crashj~ as you=
a well-built man clook himself in a
golden clah.

Opulent visions like these are
the order of the day in Barbara
Gaines' interpretation of William
Shakespeare's A Tale of CymbeliM. While some may~ tolerate
ShakCSJXZC, this juicy trea1 offered
by the Shakespeare Repct1ay assures good drama, big guffaws and
hig!Hn:rgy actioo 9:CnCS.
The story revolves around King
Cymbeline (John Malloy), who
has just learned of his daughter
Imogen's (Lisa Dodson) elope-

ment to commoner Posthumus
( Timothy
G rego ry ). Her
lover is banished
to Italy, where he
meets lachimo, a
low-life character
who wagers Posthumus that he
can sed uce Imogen. Al thoug h
he actually fail s,
he manages to
convince Posthumus that he
won the bet. At
thi s
point,
everyone's world
is turned upsidedown. Not only
do Imogen and
Posthumus doubt
eac h
othe r;
Imogen 's ev il
s tepmoth er is
,' I
trying to kill her,
her stepbrother is
trying to marry her, and her father
Cymbelinc, is preparing for a war
with Rome. The plot is as twisted
as that of a TV mini-series.
Although the play is a kind of
tangled soap-opera, hokey it is not.
Well, maybe it is hokey, like when
Cymbeline's two lost sons sing a
song of death. The cast is topnotch, especially Michael Guido
as the lusty Iachimo, and Ross
Lehman as bratty Cloten, the
stepbrother.
The sets (Jay Michael Griggs)
and lighting (TJ . Gerckens) are
bo th s uperbl y done From
Imogen's warm, sunny bedroom
to the spectacular colors of yellow
and purple flags flown down
during the war, everything is a
pleasure 10 look at. The glittering

costumes (Karin Kopischke) are
very beautiful.
And if all that isn' t enough, the
special-effec ts add even more
spark. Just imagine the god,
Jupiter, an elevated, golden sight,
appearing through a foggy cloud
and commencing while throwing
lightning to opposite comers. It's
pretty cool.
11tere isn't much that docsn 't
work in "A Talc of Cymbelinc."
However, one disturbing flaw is
the volume at which the music in
certain scenes is played is
monstrous. It is guaranteed to give
even the hard of hearing a
headache. Another flaw, one of
direction, is that the Queen (Kathy
Taylor) is supposed to be an evil,
conni ving witch, but is presented
more like a huffy, thineen-ycarold . Her hatred and power over
Imogen do not come through to the
viewer. Overall, however.A Tale
ofCymbe/ine is-very wonh-whilc
and not to be missed. Even those
who hate Shakespeare will enjoy
it.
The play not only has comedy and
action, it has the beautiful works of
Shakespeare. Director Barbara
Gaines states her favorite line from
the play is,"For all other doubts, in
lime, let them be cleared. Fortune
brings in some boats that are not
steered."
And boy arc the character's
lives in thi s play un s tecred.
Everyone goes in every direction
twice, but in the end, sure enough,
there is good fonune a-plenty.

A Tale of Cymbellne. Directed
by Barbara Gaines. At the Ruth
Page Theater, 10 16 N. Dearborn,
th ro ug h October 3 1. Tickets
$1 9.50-$29.50. Box Office (3 12)
642-2273.

Sexton transformed on stage
By Michel Schwartz
Protluc1irm f.d ilor

monologues. Some were to her
daughter, some were 10 her husband.

The fairy tales,originally written
Transforming Se:rton took the
genius of the writings of Anne Sex- by the Brothers Grimm, were acted
too and Mtransforrned" them into a out with costumes that represented
the characters, appropriate lighting
colorful performance.
This reviewer didn' t know what and sets, colorful props and a liule
10 e~pcct upon entering the in- twist.
Some of the sexual coonotations
timate Centu Theater (1346 W.
Devon) and seei ng the simple, in this performance may appear inabstract set. She did not know that timidating , but, perceived
she was in for a night of poetry, correctly, could evoke beautiful
emotions in its audience.
music, dance and drama.
The pace is slow enough for its
JoAnn Carney, older and more
mature- looking than the rest of the listeners 10 indulge in the words
cast, played Anne Se~IOn, abo and allows them to remember
known as MSean:her". The other quotes to mull over after the show.
four charact.en rymboli:7.ed paru For instanee, Searcher (Carney)
of Anne Sexton. The five per- .-..:r-""~~~--....,..
forT!ltts brought Se~ton's poetry,
pro!IC,Ieuersand revised fairy tales
to the stage.
Kim Berg played Madchen. a
child--like character that represents
Se~ton's youth. Her energy was
her strength as she sprinted across
the BUlge lilte a naive child. Juliet
Cella is Freed, the li8MY, promiscuous, daring side of Se~ton . She
never once let go of her rhythm.
R.J. Coleman plays Jun gcn.
Se-.ton's innocence and curiOllity.
RJ . 's geMUres were effective and
always appropriate for the mood.
Alfred Wobon plays Freeman. the
romantiC lover with- m SC);ton.
Wobon doc3n't ~eem 10 feel the
Iituature and he awcared to be
going through the motion~ . in a
plastic SOit of way.
Anne Se~lon's poetry .-always
a trett, but thos perfor mantA~ ti(;(;Cnllmts lt8 munlng. Sor-ne of the
poem1 wer& turoed onto 80np;
8Ume wete e;~~pres~ woth rhythm
IJfld dane..

Cwnex reclled &xton's lctle" as

mentioned this quote from Freud,
''Those who belong together have
no need to be glued together."
This reviewer believes this quote
explains intimate relationships.
Transforming S1xton is not a
play, it is a performance. It docs not
contain actors, it contains artists.

i Adios Concrete

B 1 o n d
By Martha E. Hernandez
News CdJtor

Concre/e Blo11d's unique sound
and poetic lyrics arc back with a
Mexican twist that can be compared with no other.
Mexican Moon due out in midOctober is the band's fifth disk
and it brings with it the dark, mystic and utterly sensual sounds of
Concrele Blond.
Singer Johncttc Napolitano's
seductive voice will slowly creep into
your stereo system and hold your attention with het smokey bar lyrics.
Jonestown is the fast trnck sent 10
college radio stations and it is the
highlightoftheset. Heai/IUp is the
first song played over college radio
and is doing well in the alternative
scene. The 111051 romantic piece of
the whole albulm, is the title song
Mexican Moon. Napolitano's voice
is sheerly desirable and the Oameneo
guitar sounds in the background set a
mellow, fearless mood that captivates you. Mexicon Moon is also
sung entirely in SJmlish (&Vo Ia
Luna Mexiauto).
In Walking In London
Napolitano toyed with French and
in Mexican Moon she sings in
Spanish not only to show it off, but
to pay a tribute 10 Mexico, her
favorite country. Her reaJistic
thoughts and dramatic, sometimes
religious lyrics come on as strong
as they do in Bloodlelting {the
band's founh album).
But strong lyrics are not SO!llething Napolitano sets her.ielf out kl
write. She writes from cxpc:ricnce,
:md says that she means everything
she writes vay seriously.

Still. one would think .._ .._
five albums with record .....lllll
like }H1 that fame would llbe
taken over the lrios menlllity, ._
that has never been the ~ b
Concrete Blond. Napoli18110 Wll
born and raised in Los Angeles lid
is aware of its problems. "Hoolywood is only a joke. Y011111 kidt
get intoxicated with the wbole
thing," she says, "I don't conaider
myself famous, if you saw me ia
the supermarket you wouldn't
recognize me, you'd e~pect someone younger."
Concre/e Blond has been making
music together for al111051 a decade
and with five albums wxlel- their
belts the band feels that it's lime kl
"move on" and call it quits.
"You gotta know when 10 roll. I
just know there's something I need
to do, but I don 'tlmow what it is."
said Napolitano after admilling
that Mexican Moon will indeed be
the bands last album. Their longawaited tour is slated to begin
October 19 in SL Louis, MO. at
Mississippi Nights. They 11n: goinJ
10 play a lot of small that towns
they haven' t played in a long time
and will bring their show to
Chicago early ~t year.
Napolitano won't disappear
from the music scene entirely. She
is already working on a Christmas
album with her good friends from
Wall of Voodoo and she recently
opened an art gallery near her
house in L.A. She might also s&an
working on a book llld possibly a
film with Henry Rollins {ex singec
of Black Flllg).
Concrru Blllnd says farewell
with an album !bey IIR vay pood
of, one they jXOduced tllem3eMs
and although they claim it was a lot
of hard wa-k, they IIR lllllP)' with it
because they bad IDCal anrol !X it.
"I'm just going to stay home IIIII
play with my toys," said Jim
Mankey, the bands guilllrilt, "or
computer production.• Aa for
NapoliiBOO, weD, she will keep
making music becaule lhc says
that's what she was born to do.
She would like, howewr, to be
remembered as a woman wbo's
strength and honesty served as
motivation.

'Shootyz' grooves its fans
By Kate Melia
Stylt f.dilor

With a fme tone sound, SltooiJ%
GrooH projects the intense power
behind their message to all people:
RESPECf.
Appearing recently at the CltiM
Club with M1U11It1's Lilw, the five
New York-hased musicians related to the crowd with uninhibited
.strength and charisma. Their five
song set rocked the house with a
full mnge of vibration and soul.
This included Bwddlta BIIUI~,
Till Crau, Buddlttifwl Da,,
Souifual: ond Rod.l11 111 till
WlldlrniU.
As for tholr style, no general
c loss lricution applies. Sit~
Groov1 is everything that lives
with free hourtboat.lf you like rea·
goo, you ' II hoor reag110. Rock, rup,
runk. mo tol ... lt's ull there. 1
donn ito fcmn forth Clii"S. Tho5upport ror one another and their
mission Is cleat. SoniC! and ScaMlll
smoothly sus111ln his verblll nows
Donny nl~ with his aulllr, Spec
11rlmls btl5llllnd DolO ri<k\1 with the
thydun tile dtum.
Tho bunt! Jell Itt home bull In
tho Ul'tln ttHout Ill flAn toi!tlllltl
tho Mllhvest Ito~ •
In Octullcr. thcy wtro ~ 1111he
Metru In hiClllltJ wllh lha MilitO
Mltltty Holt Ttltfl, S. . .

or

GrooN rocked. The eoeray
peaked, the crowd got tOYt-dy IIIII
the security grew tcme. Tho bouacers got rough and the Jeeurity JOl
out of band.
"If you creaiC a ICmC eoviroo-ment," their J1llllllel" laiCr SIIIDd,
"you gee t.enSC mul&s.• BveniUIIly
a coofronJalion broe out~
M1tro of&ials llld the n--.
ofSitHqtGrH,.. Aaa ~ tbo
bands invitation to play at die
Mitro wa.s ~em~IMied.
When rcfloctiDa on tbolr IIIUiic.
Sense explained, "We ha~ a
respect for humanity. a respect b
mother earth."
Tho band often reminds . . .
other of rehoanala in dirt t.emoniS and a SlUffed pia lboy _ .
10 klclt around. Whea ubd bow
1003 they plllllll!d 10 sal)' . . . . . . .
Son said. "We who b toegevlty. Wo'vo Jot deep lylaa.
00,41@ splritllll bondS... oo.y

lidded, "Now It'• klnedt.•

Lltor thll wlniCI', aiW worttllll
~ llld . . .
tour. lndlldllll 1M etllll _ . ..S

Ol1 llKlte

po83ibly 6111'Qpe, ~ Gi'Mw
will bo l'«wNI\II:O ~
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Life's 'Short Cuts' shown on screen

heels throughout the low points of
his career, that his vision and
seemingly natural directoral style
are as viable today in 1993 as they
were in 1975 when he directed

'Farewell' says hello

Nashville.

By John Yesutis

SptcU.I Sections Editor

Had it not been for 92's critical
smash The Player, for which he
won the Best Director Award at
the Cannes film festival, Robert
Altman might have been known
only as "the guy who directed
Popeye." The Player, about a ruthless Hollywood exec, thr ust
Altman back into the spotlight
after a long series of not-so·
memorable films. His latest,
Short Cuts, based on the writings
ofnoted poet and author Raymond
Carver, only cements Altman's
position as one of the finest
American directors.
No stranger to taking a touch of
this and a dash of that, Altman
combines the diverse elements of
comedy and drama into a large
mixing bowl and stirs up one ofhis
fmest efforts to date.
Short Cuts follows the lives of
,,.eight families that, to put it lightly,
,.are all just a touch off kilter. Be it
-~~ysffl!l£t!O_nal relatipns~p be• tween a:p~other and her daughter,
- or Lyle Lovett as a deranged
-- ~er, you're in for one hell of a

ride that will have you running the
gamut of emotions.
For this film Altman brings back
a few of the actors and actresses
who appeared in The Player-most
notably Tim Robbins, who plays
egocentric cop Gene Shepard, and
Lyle Lovett as Andy Bitkower.
If there was ever a film that
could be summed up as a "slice of
life," Sllort Cuts is it. Altman
presents the audience a cast that
represents all of America today
from rich to poor and happily mar·
ried to estranged. He invites us
into these people's lives {this
reviewer guarantees you'll recognize friends or family in this film},
lets us laugh when they are happy
and lets us be sad while they grieve
over their losses or inadequacies
as human beings.
Altman's decision to represent
many types of people on screen
rather than focus on a few central
characters quite naturally allows
us to see the diversity of life-its
cruelties and rewards· in the span
of a few minutes.
To his credit, Altman, at almost
seventy years of age, proves to all
the naysayers who snapped at his

Performances in this film by far
exceed the amount of talent neces·
sary to support a story as strong as
the one Short Cuts revolves on.
The exceptional performance by
Matthew Modine, as Dr. Ralph
Wyman, will have many wonder·
ing where this actor's talent has
been hiding out over the years.
Andie MacDowell (Ann Finnigan) deserves recognition as
well. These performances and
others in the film are sure to gamer
this film several nominations
when the Academy Awards roll
around later this year.
Revealing any more than the little amount of story this reviewer
did would only spoil the many
surprises that Altman puts into the
audience's path. Nevertheless,
Altman has successfully handled a
subject that many see as trivial:
life. Real life, real people.
Altman shows us that there is
still life left in today's contemporary cinema. Most importantly,
he shows that a ftlm does not need
car chases, shoot-outs and futuristic warriors travelling through
time in order to sustain interest
over the course of the film.
Film needs to be about the interaction of people, their conflicts,
successes, failures and missed op·
portunities. Short Cuts is.

ShortCuts
Directed by Robert Altman
Produced by Fine Line I<catures
Running Time: 189 minutes
RaledR
TheCa$
Andie MacDowell
Matthew Modine
Tim Robbins

Win one of 40 pairs of FREE
tickets to a special advance
screening ofMGM'S outrageous killer comedy.

~~~J

and the ~ PREHALLOWEEN!£
POST-SCREENING

BASH.
Find the words ~and
A Killer Comedy
hidden in this week's issue of

the~
To claim your prize bring y0 ur copy ofthe Chronicle, with the hidden
words circled to the Chronicle office, room 802 in the Wabash
building.

By Brad Wilkerson
SU.f{Writer

Farewell my Concubine, the
new movie based on the novel by
best selling Hong Kong author Lillian Lee, and directed by Chen
Kaige, hailed by Frances Cahiers
du Cinemas as "one of the most
important directors of tomorrow."
brought together some of the best
actors on Hong Kong, Taiwan, and
China for an outstanding performance that spans 50 years of
Chinese history.
Two male actors are trained from
childhood to play the leading roles
in the fam ous Peking Opera
Farewell my Concubine. The
actors'livesmirrortheirperforrnances. The film follows them through
their lives which are made diffiCult
by the fall of the last imperial dynasty, the Warlord Era, the Japanese
occupation and Civil Wars where
communists take control and the
Cultural Revolution begins.
The film which won 'Film of the
Year' in Cannes, is dramatically
photographed and edited to create a
feeling of the total confusion and

turmoil of the era in Chinese his·
tory.
Farewell my Conbucine is a long
ftlm; it runs nearly three hours.
Make sure you bring your glasses,
because the movie is subtitled. The
soundtrack, for those ·unfamiliar
with the sound of Chinese opera can
be annoying, and overpowering to
the senses. The volume gave this
reviewer a headache.
Farewell my Conbucine with its
colorful cast ofcharacters, its brilliant acting and the outstanding
photographic work will be a winner. not only in Cannes, but also
with those who have enough sense
to spend the time to see the screen
here in Chicago.

Farewell my Comcubin1
Directed by Chen Caige
Produced by Miramax Films
Running Time: 154 minutes
Rated R
Cast
Leslie Cheung
Zhang Fengyi
GongLi
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of a job and you need to get right
back on that horse. "Aim ...," cuts
to the chase, down to the nitty.
gritty details of getting your buu
out into the job market to get yourselfnoticcd. To"KnowThyselfto ·
Get Thyself Hired,'' Maclcay suggcsts a job seeker invest in a
psychological exam, to help gain a
clear picture of hiS/her own slcills.
Another purpose? The results of
the exam "contain information
every interviewer is trying to Jearn
about a prospect before they commit the company to a hire."
Whether you're interviewing for
Quaker Oats or a small graphic
arts company you should be
,

Sharkproof
By Harvey Mackay
H~~~perBusiness

339 pages, 1993, $22

Reviewed by Elizabeth
Ward
Smior Om.spondtnl

It could be cal leda "can before the
horse" scenario. In Harvey
Mackay's first number I bestseUer,
Swim wish th• Sharks Wllhaut
Beillg Eautt Ali~. He Jaught the
world how to manage, motivatc and
negotiate above and beyond the
competition. In his la1est self-helper, Shlutproof, Maclcay teaches
the world the basics of how to begin
(or begin again , in many ca<>es}, to
"get the job you want or keep the job
you love in today's frenzied job
lll3ltel (The job market is fren.
zied? Nooooooo!)
Whal be11cc way to swim with the
sharlcs if you're sharlcproof, right?
Of course. And, practically speaking, there isn't a beuer man to teaCh
you than Harvey Mackay, an
entrepreneur with his own envelope
company, who was liiCrally fmxl
in 1991, afler Mackay Envelope
Company came ofT a "C" to "C-"
year fmancially. Mackay is a man
who has " been there."
Sharkproofis a pragmatic guide
for people who have either lost
their jobs, arc seriously motivated
enough to obtain the positions they
truly want or wish to stay put in
jobs where they arc most contenL
Mackay says, "Be prepared. We
may be on our way out of a recession, but there is nowhere you can
hide that's guarant=l earthquakeproof. Being fired can happen to
anyone at anytime. Once you accept that fact, you can prepare
yourself for that day in realistic
ways, erasing the paranoia that accompanies the unknown."
Whil e Sharkproof caters to
those ovcr-40 in the corporate
bus_incss world, Mackay offers the
best information for anyone look·
ing for, or trying to 1cccp a job, at
a time when simply having a job is
a big deal . The book is divided
into three parts: "Ready ?",
"Aim," and "Hired!" In "Ready?"
Mackay ~ by e~ plaining that
looking for a job is actually a job
in itself and that there arc, ''Ten
things you 1DJ1!1 do to find work."
There i\ no roorn for ambiguity
here; these arc rcalilllic •leps that
have helped Mackay, as well as
many othe r• who offer telltirnoruals throughout the chaptera.
Each mp is fully e~pluined , fol·
lowed by a concise e~am pl e
•lluwatmg it. putential lor auc·
lA:\~ . And 1\n 't JII(;(;Ut what it's
all about'/ Mackay doelo ' t !ell you
that yoo have 10 be a flortunc SOU,
CBO tiJ be a "succeu." lie
teachu the reader the Wol• rJCC.dcd
w get the job that could lead
wherever he/she wan !II it to go. lie
teach« that whether yoo'vc t.ccn
"drrwn•i1.W, undcntaffcd, canned
,., val ,~ (!(tint bl1111k, yr11.1 ' ro oot

aware of your areas of strength, as
well as your creative slcills. "It
Doesn'tHurtToKnowTheOther
Guy" explains it all.
Mackay takes the prospect
through the entire interview
process, including a li~t
the
m_ost asked, ':"ost revealing mler·
vtew questiOns and the best
answers.
"~I" explainsdifferen~ ways in
wh1ch people must ooU themselves.
Aftcr ~· ~ .arc the commodity
here. Accordmg ~o . the Fe?cral

Willis goes too far in 'Distance'

of

~urcauofl.abaStaUsllCS,publ~
m May 1992, ~than a million

people arc not JUst unemployed,
they've abandoned the job search entirely."

Bailey bellows as Barbara
By Elizabeth Ward
eo......pond<nl
Would "What a guy" be 100 vague
a description for Jim Bailey, world's
greatest iUusionist? His performances as Judy Garland and as Barbra
Streisand at the Vic Thealer were in
a word-amazing.
I met Jim Bailey before the shows
at the cafe lounge in the lobby of the
Westin Hotel "over lunch," as they
say. It seems to me that my preconceived, mthcr prejudicial mind was
~ting some wild and crazy af.
fair. I found myself talking with a
very serious, professional man wiUing to speak ficcly about his 25 year
show business career over shrimp
kabobs and rice.
"I've opened a lot of doors fora lot
of mediocre people," says Bailey.
Hey, many times I have been to The
Baton (a local club where men impersonate women) and let's be
serious for a second, this is no ordinary man impersonating a female
star. If you' ve seen him perform,
you'd know, and if you haven't, it's
your loss.

run at the Vic. I was not only impressed with the show, but a little
blown away with it all. Bailey
believes that if you can sing, " .. .all
you need is the music, a stool and
a microphone." No syn\hs and
watcrfalls for him. And why Judy
and Barbra7 It's really quite
simple: because he can "do them."
Barbra entered stage left cutting
through a billow of eerie smoke to
start the performance. I kept looking at the four-piece band thinking
how cool it must be to be part of
Barbra Strcisand's band.
WRONGJ Yet, I had to examine
Streisand very intcnsely before I
could notice aspects of the man I
had interviewed days earlier. I
doubt many audience members
could pick him out of a line-up
having not met him fltSL But it
wasn't just the look that was uncan ny.
It was the entire
iUusion-thc only word that can
truly illustratc the performance.
Bailey segued from song to song,
inserting impeccable Streisand
jokes via her BrooldyJlCSC, and
Jewish jokes that rival a Richard

- b y Ric'-1"'"""

Jim Bailey u Jim Bailey (l) and as Barbara Strelsand (r.).

Jim Bailey hails from Philadelphia and quite ff\Ulkly, "made it in
Vegas." A child actor, he considers himself a singer first, then an
actor (among other things), both of
which are demonstrated flawlessly
during his performances. He has
been given a gift that he feels
should not ever be wasted during
his ''borrowed time" here. He
didn't atlend special schools and
never practices his roles. Instead,
he watches videos, but the rest
comes naturally and beautifully to
say the ICII3!.
It's not ca.•y to put hi~ crcditllln
a nutshell: he'a done quiu: o bit.
Bailey has performed in New
York'• Carnegie Hall, London'•
Palladium and top cusinos in La.•
vesu; he hax performed fur
Preaidenu Kcagon , l'orll and
Nbon, as well as the Queen of
Bngland; hi• uwur!l~ include tho
Pwple'a Choice, (fuur-tlmc) w
Vega• Entertainer of the Yeor
Awwd, (two-tirnc) lntcrnutlonal
Pre11 AIIIIOCiution Award und u
Vuricty Club Awurd. The ll~tlliJC!I
on and "''·but I'd ruther tell you
uboutthc pcrformuncc.

1-lucky cr••JKI•toiiCCJlmlluilcy
drug M llltrm• StttiNllld h111 1110 night

Lewis HBO special, except much
funnier and with a lot more class.
Bailey's perfonnances auract an
audience as diverse as the ethnic
make-up of The City of Chicago:
Bailey has seen everyone from
"red-necks, to truck drivers 10 fur
coats." They come 10 sec the illusion; they come 10 sec Barbm
and Judy. And in a precisely special wuy, I feel! have seen Bwbm
Streisand, felt her presence, and
c~pcric n ce d her humor and
humanness. Between aonss,
Bailey triCI to uy tho thinga ho
thinks Strclsand would say 10 her
audience. Pcrfonning Ia "not as
shnple aa everyone thinks," as well
118 tho factthot It'a "not Cti8Y being
different." What Dolley docs, and
hus been dolna for a lona time Is
scnulnoly different than the ordl·
nary lmpcraonator: Batley
bocomca hi• perfonnon In mind,
apirlt and aultudo, 111 well 111 tho
trudltiOI\III phyak:al "look." Hla
perforrnuncca c:lcurly embody hla
dcdlcutlon to tllll audience. And
with llurbro Strehmnd und Judy
Ourtund, they should: ho'a been
x:rlormlng llllthc110 women nou.rlr
IHII!Cr thunthoy did. Whut H guy

l

Bruce WUJJ: and Sarah Jeulea Parker are river racue patrol
partnen In Strildttg Disttznce.

By Toni Mangiarulo
Corrapondmt

Bruce Willis plays a fifth
genemtion cop who is trying to
find the serial killer who caused
the death of his father in Strlldng
Dlstanc•, a movie that was so predictable that you know what is
going to happen next. Seems like
these writers have seen one cop
film 100 many.
Willis plays homicide dclective
Tom Hardy, who is loolcing for a
serial killer called Red Riding
Hood, (named after the song of the
same tide) for a string of killings
called the "Polish Hills murdets".
While on a high-speed chase for the
lciUer Hardy and his father~ a
cop - get caught up in the action
and Hardy's father gets lciUcd.
Hardy believes the person doing
the lcillings is a cop, but no one
believes him because Hardy ooce
testified against his cousin and
pwtncr on brutality charges and the
whole depBrtmcnt hates him. What's
worse is that the deplll1n1ellt seems to
be made up of his whole family.
Then, 00 top of that, Hardy.s cousin
jumps off a bridge so that he doesn't
have to do time, forcing Hardy to
leave the dcpartmcnt. He becomes a
member of the River Rescue Pauol
two years later.
While on patrol, Hardy gets a
call to come fish something out of
the water. It turns out to be the
dead body of someone Hardy once
dated. Coincidence? Could it be
the Polish Hills murderer?

Hardy's uncle Nick (Dennis
Farina) says that the guy wu
caught and wants Hardy 10 stay off
the trail. But, ofcourse, bedoe8n't
listcn to his tmclc or the movie
would end at this paint. Nick
wants Hardy to be very discrete
about what is happening. The only
problem is that the killer WilliS
Hardy to fmd the bodies. So Hardy
opens one of his own investigations with his new panner Io
Christman (Sarah Jessica Parker).
Willis' character was very
believable. He showed the
audience what it's like to live a life
tom between feelings and family,
trying to prove himself right when
no one belives him.
Farina adds a good performance
as the ovc:rprotective uncle who is
hiding something !bat be wants no
one to fmd OUL Partecbelpsoutas
Willis's partner and lover, but
does nothing but serve 81 ..
sidekick. Aside from thlrmovie
being slow-paced, over-<lone and
predictable, it was olcay.
StrikingDistance 120 minutes
Directed by Rowdy HentngtOD
Produced by Amon Milchan,
TonyThomopoulos and Hunt
Lowry
Cast:
Bruce Willis
Samh Jessica Parker
Dennis Farina
Rated: R
Columbia Pictures
Now

---------------~-~~!~IM~!~i~M~I~-----------.

701 S. Dearborn
427-7992
CD Jukebox

Darts
Pool Table
Students Welcome!
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By Victoria Sheridan
Clto...UCh Astrologer

When I first started doing charts
for people, I used to totally ignore
the moon's nodes. The node is the
axis where the moon's rotation and
the Earth's rotation meet. I figured
the node was totally pointless. I
was Wider the impression that the
node showed what you did in a past
life. For example, node in the 9th
house could mean one was a
teacher in a past life. For most
people who have readings done,
what they did in 1647 really has no
bearing on what's going on in their
lives right now. So I will just leave
the node out. This weekend, I had
the chance to talk with famous
astrologer, Michael Luton, and he
told me that I was sooooooo
WRONG. The node placement is
just as important as the SWI sign.
The node represents your past
life but, more than that, it shows
your biggest weakness or fear.
The node can be your vice, the
thing that gives you the most grief
in this liferime.
What's that? Aside from all the
skeptical Sagittarian's, you don't
think so? You highly doubt that two
axis that meet can cause so much
trouble? I agreed with you Wltil I
1oolred it up for myself. Mine hit a
little close to home. Check it out for
yourself. Simply look up your
birthday and read the sign that corresponds 10 it. Tre' simple.
.ADa..-Dec 29,1976- July 18,1978
April 'J:J, 1941 -Nov 14, 1942
~-Dec 7, 1959 -June 25,1961
Nov 15, 1942 - June 2, 1944
Aqparius -June 26, 1961 -Jan 12,
1963 June 3, 1944- Dec 21, 1945
Capricorn -Jan 13, 1963- Aug 1,
1964-Dec 22, 1945- July 11, 1947
~-Aug2,1964-Feb

18,.1966July12, 1947- Jan'J:J, 1949
Sau:pill-Feb 19,1966- Sept8,
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1967 Jan 28, 1949- Aug 16, 1950

..Lihiil. -Sept 9, 1967- March 28,
1969 Aug 17, 1950- Mardt 5, 1952
Yirgn.-Man:h 29,1969 - Oct15, 1970
March 6, 1952- Sept 22, 1953
!&!! -Oct 16, 1970- May 4, 1972
Sept 23, 1953- April12, 1955
.caw:a -May 5, 1972 - Nov 21,
1973 -April13, 1955 - Oct 29,1956
~-Nov 22, 1973 - June 11,
1975 -Oct 30, 1956 - May 19, 1958
Luu:uJ -June 12, 1975 - Dec 28,
1976-0ct 9, 1939 - April26, 1941
Aries: You have a nice little ol'
Independence issue. These are
people with low self-esteem. They
feel emtmrnssed 10 be needed. They
don't like peq>le leaning on them.
These peOple have a tendency 10 pull
out of relationship; when the timing
couldn't be worse. Then they sit
aroiU1d and wonder why they are
alone after they've pushed everyone
away from them. Ironically, these are
the same peq>Ie who come across as
being the most self-assured. These
people need 10 learn how 10 be more
cooperative. Also, they need 10 1eam
that it's OK 10 lean on someone else's
shoulders foc a while.
Pisces: These are the Escapists.
These people were described as
"crystal wearing, meditating,
magic-making dreamers who will
do everything to avoid Anything".
They don' t like to work or face
problems head on. So instead, they
turn to higher forces to help guide
them 10 whatever it is they need, be
it advice, money or a job. Get the
picture. Escapists need a big reality
check. Daydreams are nice but
they don't stop your car from getting repossessed. Trust me.
TaUTIIS: Motrey. They could be
the richest people in the world, but
there is this Wlderlying fear of
having 10 eat out of garbage cans.
For womm, this can sometimes be
an indicakJr of reseoJment of trying

to succeed in what's called a
"man's world." These people can
hoard and collect everything they
get their hands on just for the sake
of having iL They also have the
tendency 10 do things that most
others wouldn't tolerate for two
minutes, just for some cash. Lilce
marry for financial security. Two
words peopiePre-nuptial.
Gemini: This is an issue with
Conununic4Jion. Sometimes, this
preseniS itselfphysically, like an ac·
tua1 loss of hearing. This can also
show language barriers or speech
impedimeniS. This can produce the
extreme opposite, making some
constantly chatter just to hear themselves talk, or produce the tendency
to just talk at people without listening. These are the ones that are
impatient with formal education.
Because ofthis, most of their educations are picked up later in life. They
learn better by just experiencing
things for themselves.
Cancer: Node in Cancer gives us
Security issues. There's a strong
fear of abandonment. Sometimes,
children with this have one parent
acting as both. It's hard for them to
separate themselves, be it from
people or situations. People with
security as an issue like to make
relationships with people where
there shouldn't be one, making the
relationship unrequitted, or out of
touch. But these people are
troopers. They rise to the top in
most situations. They move forward in tough situations because
they are born survivors.
Leo: Love, love, love. You can be
so drnma!ic that yoo put "All My
Oilldren" and Susan Loo:i 10 shame.
Yoo Joo.e kl beloved(oopun). There's
lhellg kra::lcklmalrelllemOOona1 ixll
<U c1 }Wildt roc 111e reject of }00£
atfeclim;, v.bch lNl311y 1UmSoutiObe
someooe wooreally isn't very goodfoc
you. There's a snoog enqilasis on

being romantic. Mushy, meiIodramatic speeches tumble from
your lips on an hourly basis. The
trick here is to learn 10 see your
lover as a friend f ust before you
start acting out scenes from "Gone
With The Wind". A word of warning: If you and your mate both fall
into this category, fWI for your life.
There isn't enough crazy glue in
the world to fix all the dishes you 'II
throw at each other during your
fights, which usually takes place in
public.
Virgo: In a word: Control. They
have 10 be on top of everything.
They know each mechanical
detail of every little thing.
Workaholics. They're ALWAYS
busy. They're too critical, too sensitive of criticism and they take
everything TOO LI1ERAll..Y. On
a IOtally different note, moreso than
others, a badly aspected Virgo rode
will pick up a hereditary family illness. Not cool These people really
need 10 learn how to relax. It'll save
you wrinkles, grey hair and even
ulcers, for that matter.
Libra: This is the Marriage
node. Liz Taylor and Prince Charles have this and you can see how
groovy their marriages worked
out. Not to say that anyone who
has this is destined to have a bummer of a marriage. There's that
thing called free-will you know.
Marriage nodes make big descisons for two people and leave the
partner out o f the discission
process. At the same time, they
give too much power to the other
person and they son of lose themselves in the relationship. To help,
marriage nodes need to keep their
own identities and do things alone.
Separate vacations would be a
good start.
Scorpio: Um......This is the Su
issue. Scorpio nodes had early experiences with sex. They're

vulnerable 10 seduction, whether
they do it or it's being done to
them. There's a son of a search
where Scorp nodes seem to be
looking for one experience to top
the other, and it's a search that
never ends. End of story.
Sagittarius: The vice was called
Religion, but it's not so much that
as it is a constant quest to finding
deeper meaning in things. Even if
no deeper meaning exists. These
are the ones that can fmd life experiences out of a ten minute bus
ride down the street. Like their
Gemini friends, Sag nodes also
pick up better by simply doing
things, Sag nodes have a strong interest in other cultures. They tend
10 choose partners of extremely
different class, religious backgroWid, race and so on.
Capricorn: Recognition was the
deal lx:re. These peqJie ........ ll be
nand foc all the hard wak they 00,
lxfat lhe same time lhey'recanpiefcly
emlmassed when they get 1he nntion. There is a fear of being
coodemned if trey shine 100 liigtdy.
They seek~ fran poople, aOO
when they getit, they either lose respect
b those peq>le, or Iiley OOII't krow
wta tl do with it A U of !XJiib::ians
have lhe rode. What a SUijJise.
Aquarius: They can spread
themselves 10 thin, and they are
afraid that intimacy will U3p them.
Why? Because their issue is
FreedtJm. They hold back on commitments because they hate the
feeling of being pinned down ro
something. They feel safety in nwnbers becanse it gives them more
freedom 10 move aroiU1d without
being dependent on anyone. This is
a shame becanse these people are
boolleadels, but with other people
around 10 use aback up, there can be
a tendency 10 ~

On
t:he ot:her side oft:he moon.
By Katrice Hardaway
Gemini (May 21-June 21)

Clrmtit:h Astro/ogor

Aries (March 21-Aprill9)
Being the first sign of the zodiac,
you like to be in charge and the
center ofall the attention.lf you hear
people calling you a glory hog, you
should sit back and let someone else
shine in the spotlight.
Taurus (April20-May 20)
This week cottld be everything
you hoped for and more. As the
week moves on, you will Widerstand exactly what I'm talking
about. Emphasize love, music and

romance.

Yoo are not two-faced, but you
rnightawearro be becauseyooaren 't
agoodcanmunicatoc.Rx:usonyour
innecfedings. TJP: Ifafrielxiasksyou
how you are doing,don 'tjustsay fine.
Cancer {IWie 22-Jttly 22)
A string of bad luck has got you
feeling like the lowest frog on the
totem pole, but do not fear. The
transition from the moon into your
3rd house is going to bring you
good luck. Your lucky days are the
23rd and the 29th of this month.
Leo (1uly 23-Aug 22)
You should heed the warning
someone close is giving you.

Remember: You would rather be
safe than sorry. Focus on shonterm goals that are realistic. Aries
plays a key role.
Virgo (Aug 23-Sept 22)
If you find yourself attracted to a
Pisces, don't worry, it's because
the fish is your opposite sign. Tip:
Do not come on too strong or the
fish will swim away.
Libra (Sept 23-0ct 23)
Stress has got you feeling burned
out about school, money and other
things that are out of your control
This is only shon-term and this
will pass soon. If you fmd yourself
out of energy, take vitamins.

Scorpio (Oct24-Nov·21)
This is your week and yoo can not
lose. Your secret wish will be fulfilled.Fmphasizeonschool, loveand
mystery. Cancer plays a key role.
Sagittarius (Nov 22-Dec 21)
Unforeseen changes in your life
have made you feel Wlcertain about
many things. The good news is that
this black cloud is only temporary
and could be a blessing in disguise.
Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan 19)
1993 may not have gone the way
you had hoped. Good news: 1994
is right around the corner. Make
New Year's resolutions and stick
to them. Focus on your self-<Iis-

cipline and all should go well
AqiUUius (Ian 20-Feb 18)
You have a lot 10 be thankful for
tonight and you know it.
Tonight, when you eat your supper, don't forget those who are less
fortWiate than you. Remember 10
coWit your blessings.
Pisces (Feb 19-Mar20)
Of all the other signs of the
zodiac, you are the most caring,
loyal and sensitive. But you can't
carry the weight of the whole
world on your shoulders. It's time
to take care of No. 1.

Student Development Workshops
October:
Selecting a Major
10/27/93

November:
How to Prepare for Graduate & Law School
11/17/93
How to Beat the Holiday Blues
11/24/93

December:
Study Skills & Time Management
12/1/93
How to Beat the Holiday Blues
12/15/93

January:
Preparing For Your Next Semester
1/12/94

lver 'et Somebody Total~ Wasted.

Sponsored by Academic Advising
All workshops are held on Wednesdays in Room 303
Wabash Buildin at !2:00PM
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